FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dr. Low Dog honored for work in research and communication

TUCSON, Ariz., April 15, 2010 – Dr. Tieraona Low Dog, Director of the Fellowship and Clinical Associate Professor of Medicine, has been awarded the 3rd People’s Pharmacy Award for Excellence in Research and Communication for the Public Health. The People’s Pharmacy® is a syndicated newspaper column on health and wellness. The award will be presented to Dr. Low Dog by Joe and Terry Graedon of The People’s Pharmacy, at Wake Forest University Baptist Medical Center on June 3, 2010. Former recipients include another friend of our Center, Walter Willett, PhD, from Harvard School of Public Health.
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About the Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine

The Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine leads the transformation of health care by creating, educating and actively supporting a community that embodies the philosophy and practice of healing-oriented medicine, addressing mind, body and spirit. Integrative medicine is healing-oriented and makes use of conventional and alternative therapies as appropriate. Since its inception, the Center has focused its efforts on three areas: education, clinical care and research, with the primary emphasis on education. We built the Center on the premise that the best way to change a field is to educate the most gifted professionals and place them in settings where they can, in turn, teach others. To learn more about the Center, visit www.azcim.org